
CDMauditor Coding and Compliance 
Module powered by ChargeAssist®

On both state and federal fronts, hospital chargemasters continue 

to be the focus of intense scrutiny — making it critical to employ 

charge description master (“CDM”) technology that can both ensure 

accurate coding and compliance and enable hospitals to defend and 

document chargemaster pricing at the line-item level.

Maintain your chargemaster with ChargeAssist®, the coding and compliance module 

from our CDMauditor suite. ChargeAssist® is a cloud-based Charge Management solution 

for both small and large enterprise organizations that combines CDM auditing, charge 

benchmarking, charge change workflow management, and regulatory resources in an 

integrated easy-to-use product. Partnering with Holliday & Associates, ChargeAssist® 

was developed from the ground up to redefine how hospitals manage their CDM. The 

ChargeAssist® module contains at an all-inclusive annual fee: 

• CDM Audit Suite™ reinvents the audit process for annual and ongoing CDM

maintenance.

• Price Analyzer™ assists in the assessment of existing line item prices.

• Change Monitor™ resolves CDM Management’s biggest challenge — automating user

collaboration and documentation of charge changes.

• Ultimate Research Center™ is a single source coding and regulatory resource, providing

cost savings on expensive third party resources, and ensuring smarter staff.

Our innovative, next-generation system is built on a platform critical for today’s complex 

EMR’s, while at the same time allowing for excellent performance with all vendor systems. 

Users receive e-mail alerts, ongoing support from Panacea chargemaster consulting 

experts, automated workflow tools, continual change analytics and ready-to-access 

regulatory information tailored to the services performed in your clinical departments.

CDMauditor’s comprehensive chargemaster maintenance and strategic pricing suite also 

includes the following modules: Hospital Zero-Base Pricing®, Comparative Health Data™, 

Unit Cost Estimator™, PHARMauditor.com™, PhysicianPricing.com™ and CDMsync™.

Software. Consulting. Education. Results.

For more information, call us at (866) 926-5933 or request to watch a free on-demand 

demonstration at panaceainc.com
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About Panacea

Panacea delivers innovative auditing, 

compliance, chargemaster, strategic 

pricing, and revenue integrity consulting 

and software solutions as a single-vendor 

solution to help clients proactively identify 

risks and opportunities and overcome today’s 

challenges, providing the clear answers 

needed to swiftly and cost-effectively achieve 

quality results.
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*  HFMA staff and volunteers determined that this product has met specific criteria developed under the HFMA 

Peer Review Process. HFMA does not endorse or guarantee the use of this product.


